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CC: Heath P. Tarbert 
       Chairman & Chief Executive 
       at U.S Commodity Futures 
       Trading Commission        
       
       Chairwoman Maxine Waters 
       Committee on Financial Services 
 
       Congressman Stephen F. Lynch 
       Chair of the Task Force on Financial  
       Technology         
         
       Todd A. White 
       Managing Partner 
       Rulon & White Governance 
       Strategies et al 

 

 

NATIONAL BANK AND FEDERAL SAVINGS ASSOCIATION DIGITAL ACTIVITIES AND SOLUTION TO 
THE US ECONOMY, DEBT, AND STOPPING BAD ACTORS THROUGH BITCOIN’S RENAISSANCE! 

Dear Acting Comptroller Brooks, 

I'm ordinarily known through my nom de plume Satoshi Nakamoto, founder of Bitcoin.  

I comprehend that Bitcoin and later Block chain industry all in all veered off from its actual 

embodiment and vision.  I had created Bitcoin best-of-breed, with the correct reconciliation and 

vision, Bitcoin could be an ally to the US Government and a true game changer for the US 

economy.  Bitcoin/ Block chain was akin to water, which underpins all life forms and was similar 

to an operating system underlying revolutionary future innovations. 

At the point when I published the Bitcoin whitepaper in 2008, the spirit of the task was to 

liberate individuals.  Which I depicted unmistakably in a portion of my old posts like underneath: 
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 2008-11-13 (https://www.metzdowd.com/pipermail/cryptography/2008-

November/014853.html) 

It's very attractive to the libertarian viewpoint if we can explain it properly.  I'm better 

with code than with words though. 

Lamentably, similar to some other great inventions, Bitcoin was hijacked by bad actors, and one 

reason I left the Bitcoin while erroneously believing it's in "good hands". 

I likewise trust that through the pivotal work I’ve been doing in the last one decade, subsequent 

to the launch of Bitcoin.  Which addresses the future of Bitcoin/Chain of blocks through Bitcoin 

V1, Quantum computing, Artificial Intelligence, Fin-Tech, and Bio-Tech.  Bitcoin SNR which 

addresses and fixes the issues of fraudulent and false ICOs and Bitcoin OS which is a genuine 

solution to our data privacy issues through the chain of blocks. 

I've aced how we can push the decentralized model with balanced governance, regardless of 

whether we do discreetly (through the assistance of Government) or straightforwardly.  

I’ve worked on the phases of my return where I’ve developed over years on the Chain of block 

three tiers. 

I. Tier1: Bitcoin V1 with more progressive chain frameworks alongside a system to engross 

my first creation, Bitcoin (which will settle the issue of bad actors).  

II. Tier2: Bitcoin SNR with a robust chain framework to stop any fake ICO's and not just 

retaining and governing the old ICO's on Ethereum network yet ensuring that Chain of 

blocks industry gets the correct bearing (again discreetly or openly).  

III. Tier3: Bitcoin OS with protection and genuine security for our people in the future and 

take on unreliable frameworks like Facebook (Libra), furthermore, change and reboot of 

inadequate systems like Ripple (XRP). 

I have also a viable revolutionary proposal regarding the US economy issues as mentioned below.  

For this the US can implement the plan through my help and also it’d benefit the US in the global 

economies through IMF by adopting my new framework. 

 

https://www.metzdowd.com/pipermail/cryptography/2008-November/014853.html
https://www.metzdowd.com/pipermail/cryptography/2008-November/014853.html
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1. Currently the US debt is around 26 trillion USD. 

Arrangement:  With my extensive experience and partnership I envisage t0 convert this debt 

into Crypto Equity Bonds and distribute to the world including China & Middle East.  US can 

control the debt sufficiently in 5-10 years’ time.  

(The Crypto Market was around 823 billion USD in 2017 and anticipated to have around 80 

trillion in the following 15 years' time, as indicated by some market specialists.  With 

evaluated money of around 80 trillion USD all-inclusive, the US can lead the world with 

governing rules through my assistance). 

2. Federal Reserve, the US Dollar, and its predominance and devaluation on the planet.  

Arrangement:  I'll associate the USD with Block chain which will take out all the dangers of 

tax evasion and will adjust with the SEC and strengthen the Federal Reserve.  By interfacing 

USD with Block chain and Bitcoin V1, it’ll cause the USD as solitary widespread money and 

will provide protection against deterioration in the Forex market.  On the off chance that 

Bitcoin V1 represents as digital gold to the Federal Reserve, It'll satisfy the prescience what I 

said in 2010:  

 

 2010-08-27 (https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=583.msg11405#msg11405) 

As a thought experiment, imagine there was a base metal as scarce as gold but with the 

following properties: 

- boring grey in colour 

- not a good conductor of electricity 

- not particularly strong, but not ductile or easily malleable either 

- not useful for any practical or ornamental purpose 

 

And one special, magical property: 

- can be transported over a communications channel 

 

If it somehow acquired any value at all for whatever reason, then anyone wanting to 

transfer wealth over a long distance could buy some, transmit it, and have the recipient 

sell it. 

 

As a subject matter expert, I’m available to help and team up with the Government and 

Regulatory authorities in the USA.  And work with the US Government to support its efforts to 

monitor risk, improve compliance and inform policy with respect to digital assets. 

 

https://bitcointalk.org/index.php?topic=583.msg11405#msg11405
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With our joint effort through our endeavor in the US, we'd demonstrated to be the US's next 

Raytheon, we will have the capacity to create huge job opportunities and revenue and to change 

42 or more business paradigms inside the US such as: 

Banking, Hedge Funds, Voting, Internet Identity & DNS, Cyber Defense Infrastructure Security, 

Ride Sharing like Uber, Internet Advertising, Block chain Exchange, Education & Academia, Car 

leasing & Sales, Industrial IoT and Mesh Networking, Cloud Storage, Cloud Computing, 

Forecasting, Entertainment Rights and Intellectual Property, Stock Trading, Real Estate, Insurance, 

Healthcare, Supply Chain Management, Energy Management, Sports Management, Gif Cards and 

Loyalty Programs, Government & Public records, Gun Tracking, Wills & Inheritances, Retail, 

Charity, Law Enforcement, Human Resources, Business and Corporate Governance, Credit 

Histories, 3D Printing & Manufacturing, Crowdfunding, Commodity Backed Currency, Libraries, 

Publishing, Fishing, Photography, Public Assistance, Video Streaming, Social Networking & 

Messaging Apps. 

 

I foresee the destiny of the Chain of blocks/Block chain industry altering the global economic 

models, with the USA leading this revolution.  And it’ll be my honour to be part of this 

transformation. 

 

Yours sincerely, 

 

 

 
 

Satoshi Nakamoto 

Founder of Bitcoin/Bitcoin Holdings 


